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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Angeliki was born and raised in a
small village on the island of Corfu by -parents limited by their own personal problems-, verifying
that a happy childhood is more of a myth than a reality. The girl grows into a sensitive but strong
woman who faces with grim determination life s challenges. The search for love guides her on a
path to the island of Kos where she meets Oresti. Together they form a relationship which fulfills
their karmic destiny. Working together in an orphanage, they come to realize that -love is a
revolutionary energy empowered to create, hope and heal, in direct contrast to pain and all of life s
adversities-.The two extraordinarily beautiful Greek islands become the scenic background and
foundation for Oresti and Angeliki to fulfill their deepest desires, despite the obstacles that fate has
thrown into their path. .-Two Islands, One Love- was recommended by the -National Herald- as a
gift for Mother s Day.
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An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer  I--  Nelle Scha efer  I

Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I
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